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Abstract

Geomagnetically induced currents (GICs), a result of solar wind interaction with the Earth’s magnetic field and the resistive

ground, are known to flow in power transmission grids, where they can lead to transformer damage and grid operation problems.

In this study we present an analysis of five years of continuous GIC measurements in transformer neutral points in Austria.

Seven self-designed stand-alone measurement systems are currently installed in the Austrian 220 kV and 380 kV transmission

levels, measuring currents up to 25 A. We identify recurrent geomagnetic activity in the measurements, and also find man-

made sources of low frequency currents using frequency analysis. In order to support the transmission grid operators, two

GIC simulation approaches are used to simulate GICs in the power grid. The first model uses measurements to derive the

sensitivity of the location to northward and eastward geoelectric field components (which requires no detailed grid data), and

the second model uses the detailed grid model to compute GICs from a geoelectric field. We evaluate two geomagnetic storms

from September 2017 and May 2021 to discuss the effects of GICs on the power transmission grid and its assets.
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Key Points:7

• Measurements of GICs in power grid substation transformers have been carried8

out since September 2016 in Austria.9

• We summarise the measurements until now and discuss data quality and sources10

of noise.11

• An analysis , including a statistical evaluation, comparing two network models with12

measurement data and an attempt to a risk assessment, of the largest geomagnetic13

storms observed in the measurements so far is carried out.14
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Abstract15

Geomagnetically induced currents (GICs), a result of solar wind interaction with the Earth’s16

magnetic field and the resistive ground, are known to flow in power transmission grids,17

where they can lead to transformer damage and grid operation problems. In this study18

we present an analysis of five years of continuous GIC measurements in transformer neu-19

tral points in Austria. Seven self-designed stand-alone measurement systems are currently20

installed in the Austrian 220 kV and 380 kV transmission levels, measuring currents up21

to 25A. We identify recurrent geomagnetic activity in the measurements, and also find22

man-made sources of low frequency currents using frequency analysis. In order to sup-23

port the transmission grid operators, two GIC simulation approaches are used to sim-24

ulate GICs in the power grid. The first model uses measurements to derive the sensitiv-25

ity of the location to northward and eastward geoelectric field components (which re-26

quires no detailed grid data), and the second model uses the detailed grid model to com-27

pute GICs from a geoelectric field. We evaluate two geomagnetic storms from Septem-28

ber 2017 and May 2021 to discuss the effects of GICs on the power transmission grid and29

its assets.30

Plain Language Summary31

During geomagnetic storms, rapid changes in the Earth’s magnetic field induce an32

electric field in the ground, may drive currents in the power grid. These are called ge-33

omagnetically induced currents (GICs) and they can lead to power grid operation prob-34

lems and even transformer damage. In this study we present learning’s from five years35

of GIC measurements in Austria, which have been carried out in seven different trans-36

formers in the grid. Some power grid transformers show larger susceptibility than other37

transformers to magnetic field variations accompanied by larger GICs. We also identify38

some of the sources of noise in the data such as a city subway system, and investigate39

two geomagnetic storms from September 2017 and May 2021 in more detail.40

1 Introduction41

For as long as there have been conductive networks on our planet’s surface, there42

have been geomagnetically induced currents or GICs (Boteler & Pirjola, 1998). These43

currents, which are caused by variations in the Earth’s magnetic field, flow through grounded44

conductive systems such as power grids, moving between the conductive power lines and45

the earth via transformers (Price, 2002). Due to the damage and disruption GICs can46

cause within power grid infrastructure (Molinski, 2002) such as that seen in Quebec dur-47

ing the March 1989 geomagnetic storm (Bolduc, 2002), modelling and measuring of po-48

tential currents is seeing increased interest due to grid operation safety concerns (Kelbert,49

2020; Oughton et al., 2017).50

Research into GICs in Austria began in 2014 in a study initiated by the Austrian51

Power Grid AG (APG) and summarised in Halbedl et al. (2014). The aim of this first52

attempt was to investigate possible DC currents in the Austrian high voltage power trans-53

mission network. For APG, measurements of DC are important to study the nature of54

the currents and possible effects on transformers, as well as the impact of DC on differ-55

ent equipment such as instrument transformers and protection devices. The data are also56

used as a planning basis for the design criteria of new transformers.57

The section of the Austrian power grid under investigation in the 220 kV and 380 kV58

levels has 56 interconnected substations with a total length of 6,965 km of power lines59

and 87 transformers, spanning an area of 84,000 km2. After the initial test measurements60

in 2014, more DC measurement devices were installed with the aim of a long-term mea-61

surement campaign, and the first data analysis was carried out in Halbedl et al. (2016)62

at the Institute of Electrical Power Systems at Graz University of Technology (IEAN,63
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Figure 1. Depiction of geomagnetic induction and GICs in the power grid. ∂Hx/∂t are hori-
zontal geomagnetic variations in the northward direction, and Ey is the corresponding geoelectric
field induced in the eastward direction. The ‘GIC’ loop shows the loop formed between the
ground and power lines, through which the GICs flow via transformers. Layers of resistive ma-
terial going into the Earth show how the geoelectric field tends to lose intensity with increasing
depth z.

TU Graz) and later in Bailey et al. (2017, 2018) at the Conrad Observatory for geomag-64

netic field measurements (ZAMG). The studies at each institute had different focus ar-65

eas: the TU Graz looked in detail at the different sources of DC in the power grid and66

the effects on transformers, while the ZAMG focused on geomagnetic variations and the67

scales of possible GICs both past and future. This work continues in Albert et al. (2019,68

2020).69

There are now five years of measurements of DC in transformers at various loca-70

tions in Austria. Worldwide, there are still few countries with GIC measurements span-71

ning long time periods and multiple locations, with some examples being New Zealand72

(Rodger et al., 2017), China (Zhang et al., 2015), more recently the USA (Kellerman et73

al., 2021) and Finland (Pirjola, 1989).74

In addition to the measurements, two GIC simulation models for the Austrian power75

grid have been developed based on two different geoelectric field modelling approaches.76

The first model, from the IEAN, is based on the plane-wave method in combina-77

tion with the power grid model. The simulation can be interfaced with a graphical user78

interface (GUI) and is publically available with sample data at https://github.com/79

P-Schachinger/LFC_simulator (Schachinger & Albert, 2021). The second method is80

also based on the plane-wave method, but operates without the detailed power grid data.81

Instead of the power grid data, factors for the sensitivity of each substation are derived82

from past transformer neutral current measurements. A third model from the ZAMG83

developed in the past, which is not presented here, is based on calculation of the geo-84

electric field on a surface with a surface conductive thin-sheet, and can be found at https://85

github.com/bairaelyn/GEOMAGICA. A comparison of different models with different de-86
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grees of detail was performed in Bailey et al. (2018) and summarized in Table 2 in the87

same publication. The results reveal only slight improvements with increasing degree of88

detail of the Earth model with the thin-sheet approach. Therefore, a higher degree of89

detail do not justify the effort for the ground modelling. However, due to the presence90

of the Alps, these effects could be larger in the western part of Austria, where there have91

been fewer measurements to date. The absence of any highly conductive coastlines makes92

Austria a far simpler case than e. g. the UK or Sweden.93

In this paper the results of an analysis of the entire data set of DC measurements94

and summarise the lessons learned in the five years since the measurements started.95

2 Data96

2.1 DC measurement system97

The IEAN transformer neutral point current (NPC) measurement system (version98

3) is a self-engineered stand-alone and remote-controllable data acquisition system. The99

measurement system uses an active low pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.7Hz to100

damp e. g. the 50Hz power system frequency, meaning the sampling rate of the data ac-101

quisition can be reduced to 1Hz. An active second order low pass filter in Sallen-Key102

design is preferred over a passive filter in order to reduce the filter components. This low103

sampling frequency allows to use a low-cost single-board computer, such as a Raspberry104

Pi.105

The measurements of currents are done with a Hall effect closed-loop zero flux cur-106

rent transducer. A shunt resistor in series to the transformer neutral would change the107

impedance and therefore the GIC amplitude. The shunt would also be large in size be-108

cause it would need to carry a high short-circuit current in the case of a line-to-ground109

fault. The measurement system has a guaranteed accuracy of 2% ± 1mA for DC in the110

range of ±0.1A to ±25A. The actual measurement accuracy for DC in the range of 1A111

to 25A is below 0.2% ±1mA. A technical description of the second version of the mea-112

surement system can be found in Halbedl (2019).113

The measurement data is sent to an external server at the TU Graz. Before use,114

the data is cleaned and missing data or absolute values above 25A are automatically flagged.115

The missing values are interpolated with the "Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolation"116

(PCHIP) method (Fritsch & Carlson, 1980), which results in lower amounts of overshoot-117

ing in comparison to other interpolation methods. Considering the effect of interpola-118

tion in the frequency domain, the PCHIP method provides the least change in the fre-119

quency spectrum of the measured current.120

2.2 GIC measurements121

At the time of writing (September 2021), seven transformer neutral points in the122

220 kV and 380 kV transmission levels across Austria are equipped with our GIC mea-123

surement system, as depicted in Figure 2. The measurement locations are named ac-124

cording to order of setup going from #01 to #08 (where #06 is not in use). Measure-125

ments started in September 2016 with one measurement system near Vienna in a 380 kV126

transformer neutral. Figure 3 gives an overview of the runtimes of all measurement sys-127

tems. Client #02 was first situated in a 380 kV neutral point in eastern Austria, before128

it was moved to a 220 kV transformer neutral point in central Austria. All following de-129

scriptions of #02 refer to data measured at its second location.130

In much of the data up until 2021 there was a cut-off point in the measurements131

in the negative direction of 3.5A (but not in the positive direction). The saturated mea-132

surement periods/days are excluded in the data statistics and further analysis. This is133

due the electronic design of the former transformer neutral point current measurement134
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Figure 2. Substations in the Austrian transmission grid equipped with GIC measurement
systems ; DCC: Direct Current Compensation System installed and measured; colored blocks
with black numbers indicate the EURHOM earth layer model.

system. The systems were installed in such a way that they were able to measure up to135

25A in one direction and up to 3.5A in the other direction of the transformer neutral136

point current. With a new electronic design, established at all measurement locations137

from mid-2020 to mid-2021, the systems are now able to measure positive and negative138

currents up to an amplitude of 25A.139

The GIC events are detected with an automated algorithm. This is required be-140

cause short-duration peaks, caused by switching events and faults in the power grid are141

also recorded. A GIC event is defined as a current with a peak prominence of at least142

the mean value plus the standard deviation of the analysis time span. The half width143

duration of the prominence needs to be at least 100 s. An automated algorithm for the144

detection of geomagnetic storms based on the analysis of magnetic field variations was145

presented in Bailey and Leonhardt (2016).146

2.3 Geomagnetic field data147

All measurements of the local geomagnetic field in Austria refer to those carried148

out at the Conrad Observatory, a subterranean tunnel system located near Muggendorf149

in Lower Austria. The observatory is an INTERMAGNET-quality (1 sample/sec) geo-150

magnetic observatory (see https://intermagnet.org/ for more details) with measure-151

ments starting in 2014. Only the x - and y-components of the field (corresponding to the152

northward and eastward geomagnetic field directions, respectively) are used in the anal-153

ysis. Vertical (z ) field variations, which generally do not contribute to geomagnetically154

induced currents at the surface, are ignored (Boteler & Pirjola, 2017). The individual155

horizontal components are also combined into the horizontal magnetic field strength com-156

ponent B that describes only the intensity in the 2D surface plane (where B =
√
B2

x +B2
y).157

The geomagnetic variations dB/dt are expressed in change in field strength per time-158

step, i. e. nT/min.159
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#01
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#04

#05

#07

#08

GIC Measurements Austria

Figure 3. Measured current in A over the run times of installed measurement systems from
#01 to #08. (The #06 is not in use.) The measurement device #02 moved location in 2018,
hence the two different colours.

2.4 GIC Simulation160

The geomagnetic storms that drive GICs lead to changes in the Earth magnetic161

field (dB/dt) ranging from tens of nano Tesla (nT) up to several thousand of nT per minute162

depending on the geomagnetic storm and the geographical location. As depicted in Fig-163

ure 1, the magnetic field propagates into the electrically resistive subsurface, where it164

induces an electric field that can be described by Faraday’s Law of Induction. Under the165

assumption that the field propagation can be treated as a plane-wave going into the Earth166

(Boteler & Pirjola, 2017), solving the differential Maxwell equation with the Euler ap-167

proach results in the following equations for the electric field in the northward direction168

(Ex) and in the eastward direction (Ey):169

jωµ
∂Hx

∂z
= −∂

2Ey

∂z2
= −jωµkEy → −Ey = −E0e

kz(1−j) (1)

−jωµ
∂Hy

∂z
=
∂2Ex

∂z2
= jωµkEx → Ex = E0e

kz(1−j) (2)

where k =
√

(ωµσ)/2. The variables ω, µ, σ, H, E j, and z are the angular fre-170

quency, the Earth permeability, the electric conductivity, the magnetic field, the elec-171

tric field, the imaginary unit, and the downward direction into the Earth, respectively.172

Equations 1 and 2 imply that the electric field decreases with increasing penetration173

depth z. Therefore, integrating the electric field along a closed loop, e. g in the y- and174

z -direction (Figure 1) results in an electromotive force (emf) unequal to zero. This emf175

drives GICs in the loop formed by the power grid connected to ground and the ground176

itself. The work done by emf on the electric charge can be measured as a virtual elec-177

tric potential around the loop. Further information on the electromagnetic field calcu-178

lations can be found in Simonyi (1971) and in Simpson (2005).179

Two different approaches for GIC calculations are compared to measurements: the180

first uses the LFC (low frequency current) simulator tool from Schachinger and Albert181

(2021), and the second approach is computed with a fit of the geoelectric field compo-182

nents (Ex and Ey) to the GIC measurements (Equation 3).183

–6–
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The LFC simulator uses the plane-wave method from Pirjola (1982) to calculate184

an electric field in the Earth’s surface. The plane-wave method is sufficient approxima-185

tion for mid-latitude countries such as Austria, because the magnetic field variations are186

dominated by the horizontal field component. The field-aligned current system result-187

ing in vertical field components has a lower influence, due to large geographically dis-188

tance. The resistive Earth itself is model with 1D layers from the European Rho Model189

(EURHOM, Ádám et al., 2012). Most of Austria can be described by two different re-190

sistivity models, one for the alps in the west (EURHOM #55) and one for the flat lands191

in the east (EURHOM #39, Bailey et al., 2018). A Comparison of the different mod-192

els, including the EURHOM models can be found in Bailey et al. (2018). In contrast to193

the Lehtinen-Pirjola method (Lehtinen & Pirjola, 1985), we use the nodal admittance194

matrix method, which is more common to use in the field of electrical engineering (Halbedl,195

2019). However, the two methods are considered mathematically equivalent (Boteler et196

al., 2014). The power grid is modeled as a DC network with voltage sources between the197

substation grounding and the resistive earth. The potential of all other earth reference198

points are changed relative to one overall reference point. This is only valid for uniform199

electric fields over a certain area, however, it simplifies GIC calculation without losing200

much quality of the calculated GICs (Halbedl, 2019; Boteler & Pirjola, 1998).201

The second GIC modelling approach is based on the method described in Pulkkinen202

et al. (2007) and applied for example in Torta et al. (2012). The geoelectric field is cal-203

culated using the plane-wave method using EURHOM model #39, because, regardless204

of where the GIC measurements were made, the geoelectric field modelled using #39 re-205

sults in GICs that match the measurements well and better than any of the other mod-206

els used, implying this is a good approximation for most of the region. We expect that207

small-scale deviations do exist, although we have yet to find any such locations. The GICs208

at different substations are calculated from the geoelectric field components by apply-209

ing a fit to the following equation:210

GICj = aj · Ex + bj · Ey (3)

where j is a specific substation measurement point in the power grid, and a j and211

bj are substation-specific coefficients that describe the contribution from each geoelec-212

tric field component and have the units A·km/V. The substation coefficients need to be213

recalculated if the configuration of the power grid changes. The fit (Equation 3) is ap-214

plied to recent DC measurements - specifically a period in May 2021 with larger mea-215

sured DC that undoubtedly has geomagnetic sources to reduce input from other sources216

- and a j and bj can be determined using the equations in Pulkkinen et al. (2007) or by217

carrying out a least-squares fit. Applying the method described in Pulkkinen et al. (2007),218

the substation coefficients aj and bj incorporate uncertainties from the electric field cal-219

culations, e. g. due to the limited Earth layer modelling.220

3 Analysis221

An analysis is carried out of the entire DC measurement data set by first provid-222

ing an overview of each measurement station statistically and then by evaluating the dif-223

ferent sources of DC both geomagnetic and man-made source are identified.224

3.1 Overview of data225

Table 1 lists the transformer neutral point current data statistics. For the calcu-226

lation of the statistics, outages and measurement errors are removed. Switching events,227

which can exceed the measurement limit of ± 25A, are not removed. The maximum cur-228

rent refers to GIC events and not to switching events. These events are checked both man-229

ually and with a peak detection algorithm.230
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Table 1. Summary of the data properties (1-sec data) at each client. µ is the mean, σ the
standard variation, and DCmax the maximum current measured to date caused by a geomagnetic
event (i. e. not a data spike or transformer switching events). The column "Sensitivity to Ex/Ey"
provides the contribution of each geoelectric field component (in percentage) to the measured
GICs according to the GIC fit of modelled E to recent DC measurements. In brackets, r denotes
the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the GIC fit and measurements (clean days).

Client ndays ndays µ σ DCmax Date of DCmax Sensitivity to Ex/Ey
# raw clean A A A UTC % from Ex / % from Ey

01 1671 1651 +0.13 0.33 -8.41 2021-05-12 12:21 49/51 (r = 0.86)
02 479 427 -0.12 0.02 +0.83 2021-05-12 12:20 44/56 (r = 0.84)
03 1583 1522 -0.20 0.03 -2.42 2017-09-08 23:02 45/55 (r = 0.72)
04 1564 1512 +0.06 0.23 -4.57 2021-05-12 12:20 36/64 (r = 0.85)
05 1383 1330 -0.07 0.21 -13.83 2021-05-12 12:20 06/94 (r = 0.89)
07 579 492 -0.48 0.14 -2.72 2020-09-04 14:18 50/50 (r = 0.85)
08 159 105 +0.24 0.76 +9.31 2021-05-12 12:48 76/24 (r = 0.57)

We see that the stations experience very different levels of DC, with some having231

experienced GICs around 10A and greater (DCmax in #01, #05 and #08) and others232

not even exceeding a maximum of 1A such as #02 during a geomagnetic storm. Almost233

all of the peak GICs occurred during the May 2021 storm (which will be looked at in more234

detail later in this work). There are also very different levels of noise (σ) ranging from235

extremely quiet in #02 and #03, and very high levels in #01 and #08.236

One question we can ask is how much of the measurements can be explained by237

geomagnetic sources? Included in the last column is an estimate of the contribution of238

each geoelectric field component to the GICs measured at each location. This was com-239

puted from a fit of the GIC measurements (interpolated to a sampling rate of one minute)240

to the geoelectric field components modelled from geomagnetic field variations accord-241

ing to Equation 3. The values are for data from the week of 2021 May 9th - 16th, which242

included a geomagnetic storm and some of the largest DC measurements to date. The243

r value in brackets gives the Pearson’s correlation coefficient achieved by the fit. (For244

the stormy section alone on 2021 May 12th, r ranges from 0.90 to 0.97 at all stations ex-245

cept for #07 and #08, where it is 0.85 and 0.82, respectively). As the correlation is gen-246

erally very high, we can deduce that the signals seen in the stations can be explained by247

the geoelectric field variations for the most part. Some are modelled better from E than248

others, often those with greater levels of measured DC (e. g. #01 and #05). The lower249

r values for #08 are likely due to the very large noise level measured at that particu-250

lar substation. In general, the SNR and the GIC amplitude is related to the power grid251

topology (line orientation and center/end node/substation). In addition to geomagnetic252

field variations, other transformer neutral point current sources should be considered,253

in order to judge the actual GICs in the context of a risk analysis for the power grid and254

its assets.255

In the last column in Table 1, most stations are somewhat balanced in contribu-256

tion from both field directions, but #05 stands out by having roughly 94% of the cur-257

rents induced by the eastward geoelectric field component alone. Client #05 is located258

at a transformer at the end of a long east-to-west 380 kV transmission line and there-259

fore highly sensitive to eastward electric fields (Ey), which result from changes in the ge-260

omagnetic field in the x-direction (dBx/dt), mainly caused by the ring current, due to261

the location of Austria in the mid-latitude region.262
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Figure 4. Mean minute values of geomagnetic field measurements a) Bx and b) By, and DC
measurement clients c) #01 and d) #05; e) shows an excerpt from the normalized FFT of the
mean from #01 and #05

Among the many signals seen in the DC measurements, there is a typical daily pat-263

tern, similar to the geomagnetic field solar quiet variation. This quiet time variability264

in transformer DC measurements has recently been investigated in detail in Kellerman265

et al. (2021). Figure 4a) and d) shows the calculated mean values for each minute of266

a day for magnetic field measurements and GIC measurement clients #01 and #05. For267

clients #01 and #05, 1,650 days and 1,330 days, respectively, were superimposed and268

the mean value of every minute was calculated. The magnetic field measurements have269

fewer data gaps, therefore about 1,740 days were used for the mean value calculation.270

This reveals that there are recurring neutral point currents with different time periods271

at different measurement points that are not caused by variations in the Earth’s mag-272
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netic field. The excerpt of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis of the mean val-273

ues of #01 and #05 in Figure 4e) shows the dominant frequency shares, produced by274

other sources than geomagnetic field variations. For #01 these are sources with periods275

of 15 minutes and faster. These shares are also present in the frequency spectrum of #05,276

however, the main fast components have duration times of 30 minutes. For comparison277

purposes, #01 and #05 were normalized to their peak value before performing the FFT.278

The alleged time shift between the two curves in Figure 4c) and d) likely has two279

main causes: first, the measurement systems are set to UTC time, although there is a280

difference in local time between the two clients of about 9 minutes as they are 250 km281

apart. Second, the sensitivities to changes in the different components of the geomag-282

netic field (resulting E-fields Ex and Ey have their maxima at different times) of the trans-283

formers in the two substations is quite different, as one is more sensitive to variations284

in the x -direction than the other. Another interesting effect that can be seen in Figure 4c)285

and d) is the small offset in both measurement clients. Although the measurement sys-286

tems were calibrated during installation, the overall mean value is not zero. This is likely287

caused by constant DC currents unrelated to geomagnetic variations. For low frequen-288

cies the measurements from client #05 fit the Bx field qualitatively very well.289

3.2 Noise sources290

As can be seen from Table 1, there are varying levels of noise in the different mea-291

surements (mean µ and standard deviation σ). Some of this can be explained by loca-292

tion. Client #01 is located at the edge of the city of Vienna, where it is more likely that293

the noise is caused by by earth-leakage currents from technical/man-made systems. Client294

#05 is located approximately 115 km east of the city Munich and approximately 50 km295

east of a north-south railway transit corridor. The increased noise could be caused by296

earth-leakage currents from the city of Munich, where there is also a DC powered sub-297

way system operating, and by stray currents from the railway transit corridor/system.298

Apart from these general noise sources, other sources of DC have been found in the299

measurements over the years. So far we have been able to identify the Vienna DC pow-300

ered subway system as one contributor to the transformer neutral point currents. An-301

other source of DC transformer neutral point currents are cathodic corrosion protection302

systems of power plants and pipelines (Beltle et al., 2017). In addition, the galvanic cou-303

pling of the cathodic protection system and the transmission grid, hybrid AC/DC trans-304

mission lines are coupled through DC ion currents (Pfeiffer et al., 2015). We are also cur-305

rently investigating the effects of power electronics, such as the converters from renew-306

able energy resources (e. g. wind and photovoltaic, (Gertmar et al., 2005)), and the ef-307

fects of trading at the electrical energy market. Solar radiation can be excluded as a source308

(Albert et al., 2020).309

3.2.1 Vienna DC subway system310

As first described in Halbedl (2019), leakage currents of public transportation sys-311

tems are measured in several measurement systems in Austria. This was identified by312

analysing the frequency spectrum of the currents, as well as by comparing the operat-313

ing hours of the Vienna subway with patterns in the neutral point currents. During the314

nights from Sunday to Thursday, the subway operation stops for a few hours (from roughly315

00:30 am till 05:00 am), and on the nights of Friday and Saturday, the subway stays in316

operation through the night. The operating times can be seen clearly in Figure 5a),317

which shows the root-mean-square in the DC measurements over 8-day periods. The cur-318

rents clearly stay at a higher level during weekend nights rather than dropping to around319

0A, as they do on weekdays. As can be seen in the plot, these stray currents contribute320

roughly 0.2A to the measurements during the day.321
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Due to the COVID-19 restrictions in public transportation, the Vienna subway stopped322

its weekend nightly operations and also reduced the number of trains in operation. This323

change in operating hours can be seen in Figure 5b), in which there are also lower neu-324

tral point currents during the weekend nights. Lowes (2009) also identified unintended325

earth-leakage currents from DC railways systems, which caused interference during geo-326

physical surveys.327
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Figure 5. Influence of Vienna DC subway leakage currents on transformer neutral point cur-
rents as seen in: a) normal operation, including over weekend nights, where the subways stays in
operation, and b) during COVID-19 lockdown restrictions, when the subway stopped extended
operation during weekends nights.

3.3 Recurrent geomagnetic activity328

Having identified some sources of noise in the data, we now look more closely at329

the geomagnetic signals present in the measurements, among which are recurrent geo-330

magnetic activity. Geomagnetic activity has long been known to recur roughly every 27331

days (Richardson et al., 2000; Tsurutani et al., 2006) due to the persistence of high speed332

streams and corotating interactions regions (Alves et al., 2006) over more than one so-333

lar rotation or Carrington rotation. This is evidenced by recurrent mild geomagnetic storms.334

A recent study by Gil et al. (2021) has shown that this is also observable in power grid335

observations.336

Figure 6 shows the DC measurements across each Carrington rotation (roughly337

27 days long). To produce this plot, each Carrington rotation was split into 100 time win-338

dows (each window one pixel), and the maximum absolute DC or dH /dt (variation in339

the horizontal magnetic field strength) was found for each window, while the solar wind340

speed, which clearly show corotating interaction regions in the solar wind, is plotted be-341
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neath. The recurrent geomagnetic activity can be seen in both upper plots, although in342

the DC measurements it is not as pronounced as in geomagnetic variations partly be-343

cause there is a constant level of noise in the DC measurements, which some of the ge-344

omagnetically induced currents can get lost in. Plot (d) shows the cross-correlations be-345

tween each time series at different time shifts. The highest correlations are between dH /dt346

and the solar wind, likely because there is a better signal to noise ratio. The 27-day re-347

currence from solar wind structures is clearly visible in the secondary peaks at time shifts348

of 27 and 54 days. The coherence between daily variations in dH /dt and measured GICs349

are also visible.350
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Figure 6. Influence of recurrent geomagnetic activity from high speed streams and corotating
interaction regions. (a) Measurements of GICs at station #01 (from which we have the longest
time series), (b) horizontal magnetic field variations (from the Conrad Observatory in Lower
Austria), (c) the measured solar wind speed showing corotating interaction regions, and (d) the
cross-correlation between the time series for different shifts in time. Each variable is plotted for
each 27-day Carrington Rotation (x-axis) across all Carrington rotations from September 2016
till May 2021 (y-axis, time increasing from top to bottom). Examples of recurring activity visible
in both GIC and magnetic data that last longer than one rotation are marked with red circles in
both plots. White spaces in both plots are data gaps. The recurrent activity can be seen in the
secondary cross correlation peaks at time shifts of 27 and 54 days.
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3.4 Events during the observation period351

Throughout the duration of the measurements and the progress of solar cycle 24352

into cycle 25, we have observed some minor and moderate geomagnetic storms. Here we353

present the measurements and a brief analysis of two storms. For each storm, we also354

consider the cumulative GICs that would have been seen during that period by calcu-355

lating an additional parameter, GICsum.356

3.4.1 Calculation of GIC-Sum357

In the Austrian power grid, transformers in the 220 kV and 380 kV levels are gen-358

erally solidly grounded, without any resistance between the transformer neutral point359

and the substation grounding. GICs can enter and exit the transmission grid via the trans-360

former neutral points. The transformers are designed to handle alternating magnetic flux361

in the magnetic transformer core, and direct magnetic flux can cause saturation of this362

magnetic core material. Operating with a saturated transformer core has short-term and363

long-term effects on the transformer. Short-term effects (scales of minutes) are half-cycle364

saturation leading to current and voltage distortion, which are the reasons for the increased365

non-active power demand of the transformer. The increased non-active power demand366

can cause undesired voltage drops and power system instabilities. If saturation in the367

transformer core lasts over multiple hours or even days, the voltage and current distor-368

tion also causes transformer heating, which can be considered as a long-term (hours) ef-369

fect. Short- and long-term effects of GICs on transformer are also discussed in Gaunt370

et al. (2020). The transformer heating is due to the increased current and stray flux in371

the metallic tank and transformer reinforcements. GICs with comparable short dura-372

tion and high amplitudes as well as GICs with comparable low amplitude and long du-373

ration can cause the transformer hot spot temperature to increase above the acceptable374

design limits. A further increase in temperature causes a loss of insulation and internal375

transformer failures.376

In order to quantify and consider the afore-mentioned long-term effects, the GICsum377

value is calculated according to Equation 4. The GICsum value is the accumulated ab-378

solute current amplitude over a fixed time period with a fixed sample rate, which in this379

case is a time period of one hour and a sampling rate of one second. The data presented380

in Figure 8 and Figure 9 are a first attempt to quantify and take into accumulated381

GIC load on transformer. For a further risk analysis, a guidance containing a threshold382

level where GICs starts to contribute to an accumulated exposure and different alert lev-383

els should be provided. This guidance would be need to be adapted for different trans-384

former designs.385

GICsum =

∫ t2

t1

|GIC(t)| dt (4)

3.4.2 May 12 2021 Event386

On 2021 May 9th, a CME associated with a filament eruption was detected. This387

reached the Earth and became geomagnetically effective on 2021 May 12th. During this388

event, a maximum Kp value of 7 (Geoforschungszentrum Potsdam, 2020) was reached389

between 12:00 and 15:00UTC. At 14:00 UTC the Dst value reached the minimum of -390

61 nT (World Data Center for Geomagnetism, Kyoto, Japan, 2021). The maximum am-391

plitudes of currents measured in the Austrian transmission grid were 13.83A and 9.31A392

in clients #05 and client #08, respectively. Figure 7 shows the measured currents of393

three transformers and the corresponding results of the LFC simulator tool and a fit of394

the geoelectric field to the data (GIC fit). For the clients #01 and #05 in a) and b),395

the simulated currents fit the measured currents very well (Pearsons correlation coeffi-396

cient r equals 0.84 and 0.96, respectively), however the results from the LFC simulator397
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for client #08 in c) do not match well r = 0.22 despite the fit matching the current well398

r = 0.81. This is probably caused by inaccurate grid data or uncertainties in the Earth399

layer model.400
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Figure 7. Measured currents during the May 2021 event, related simulation results of two
calculation approaches and corresponding Pearson correlation coefficients r on May 12, 2021. The
selected transformers show the highest currents: a) client #01, b) client #05 and c) client #08
(the deviation of the results from the LFC simulator are probably due to inaccurate grid data of
this region).

In Figure 8a), c) and e) the 1 h GICsum value for the disturbed day May 12th is401

plotted, in b), d) and f) the 1 h GICsum value for a comparable quiet period is plotted402

alongside. During the quiet period, the maximum Kp value was 1-. Although the high-403

est current amplitude was measured at client #05 (13.83A), the highest GICsum value404

was reached at client #08. Clients #01 and #05 show a similar GICsum pattern during405

both the geomagnetic disturbance and the quiet period. Both transformers were exposed406

to comparable GICsum currents during a 1 h period.407

Similar to the correlations done by Choi et al. (2015), Figure 9 shows the corre-408

lation between changes in the magnetic field and resulting GICs. As magnetic field mea-409

surements in nT/min are calculated for the x - and y-directions. The related changes in410

measured currents at three measurement systems are given in A/min. This reveals the411

sensitivity directions of these stations: client #01 shows in a) and b) high correlations412

between changes in neutral point current and changes of the geomagnetic field. c) and413

d) show a higher sensitivity of client #05 to changes in x -direction, which matches with414

calculations in Halbedl (2019). The currents at client #08 are in general higher than at415

#05, however, the changes caused by geomagnetic variations during this event were smaller416

and a clustering can be seen in f), which also indicates a lower sensitivity on changes417
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Figure 8. Cumulative 1 h GICsum of client #01 for May 2021 storm (a, c, e) and quiet (b, d,
e) period during May 2021

in y-direction. The visual determined sensitivities to geomagnetic fields in Figure 9 also418

match with the sensitivities to geoelectric fields in Table 1.419

3.4.3 September 8-9 2017 Event420

The September 2017 event was associated with a X9.3 flare from solar active re-421

gion (AR) 12673, which is regarded as the largest in solar cycle 24. A maximum Kp value422

of 8+ (Geoforschungszentrum Potsdam, 2020) was reached between 12:00 and 15:00UTC,423

although the maximum current amplitude only reached 5.11A at client #01. During the424

September 2017 event, three measurement systems (#01, #03, #04) were active. The425

current amplitude at client #03 is less than half the amplitude at client #01, therefore426

only GICsum value of client #01 and #04 are plotted in Figure 10. This is a partic-427

ularly interesting comparison because the two are located in the same substation in the428

220 kV and 380 kV voltage levels.429

Again, the measured currents are compared with the two calculation approaches430

of LFC Simulator and GIC fit. Unfortunately, the September event was measured with431

the first version of the measurement system, therefore some of the peak values are cut432

off because of the -3.5A limit in the measurement device, and saturated GIC measure-433

ments imply that the actual GICs were larger. As the Dst value during the September434
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Figure 9. Correlation of dB/dt and the resulting change in neutral point currents dI /dt
during the 2021 May 12th event: a-b) client #01, dI /dt standard deviation σ = 0.297A/min,
c-d): client #05 σ = 0.645A/min, e-f): client #08 σ = 0.461A/min. The slope k of the black
least-squares fit line is also shown.

2017 event (-122 nT) was exactly twice the Dst value during the May 2021 event (-61 nT),435

the GIC during the September 2017 event is expected to be in the range of 25A.436

In Figure 11a) and c), the 1 h GICsum value for the most disturbed period in Septem-437

ber 2017 is plotted, and in b) and d) the 1 h GICsum value for a comparable quiet pe-438

riod is plotted. During the quiet period the maximum Kp value was 2+. Note that client439

#01 is a 380 kV transformer neutral measurement and #04 a 220 kV measurement in the440

same power grid substation. Due to the increased circuit resistance in the 220 kV level,441

the transformer neutral currents are usually lower than those in the 380 kV transformer442

neutral, and we see they are roughly half as large in #04 as they are in #01. The high-443

est current amplitude during the September 2017 event was measured at client #01 (5.11A),444

the highest GICsum value was also reached at client #01 (1.9Ah). The transformer at445

client #04 in the same substation as client #01 was exposed to a 1.1Ah during the same446
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Figure 10. Measured currents during the September storm 2017 and related simulation re-
sults of two calculation approaches. The selected transformers show the currents at two different
neutral points in the same substationand the corresponding Pearson’s correlation coefficients: a)
client #01, b) client #04; the drop in the measurement of client #01 after 12:30UTC and before
15:00UTC is caused by maximum current measurable with the first version of the measurement
system.

time period. During the quiet period with no geomagnetic activity (Kp 0o), the trans-447

former at client #01 and #04 were exposed to max. 0.33Ah.448

4 Discussion449

The measurements covered a period of particularly low levels of geomagnetic ac-450

tivity throughout the end of solar cycle 24 and the beginning of cycle 25. The maximum451

Kp of 8- was reached during the September 2017 storm. During the last years of mea-452

surement, the geomagnetic activity was comparably low with very few periods of increased453

activity. Nevertheless, with the recent storms we now have sufficient data to reliably cal-454

culate the GICs in the Austrian power grid, which is unfortunately low for studying larger455

GIC events, however due to the relaxation of maximum measurement limits in the past456

year, we now have sufficient data to estimate GIC levels from recent storms.457

By splitting the GIC measurement data into time intervals matching Carrington458

rotation intervals, recurring solar events could be identified in Figure 6. High recurring459

changes in the magnetic field with time periods of 27 days can be seen magnetic field mea-460

surements as well as in neutral point measurements in the power grid. This underlines461

the sensitivity of the power transmission grid, also to comparable small changes in the462

Earth magnetic field. Small changes in the Earth’s magnetic field can also have nega-463

tive effects on the power grid. Low level GICs cause an increased power loss in the sys-464

tem due to increased transformer windings losses and losses on the overhead transmis-465

sion lines (Forbes & St. Cyr, 2010).In Addition, the allowable transformer load can be466

reduced by GICs (Girgis & Ko, 1992).467
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Figure 11. Cumulative 1 h GICsum for September 2017 storm (a, c) and quiet (b, d) period
(data in during the quiet periods are below 0.02 Ah) during September 2017

Calculating mean values per minute for measurement periods reveals different noise468

sources with different frequencies in the power grid. The noise sources do not only have469

specific frequency spectra, they also show daily patterns, with changes every 15 or 30470

minutes. One of the noise sources was identified: by comparing time patterns of GIC mea-471

surements, the influence of public transportation on transformer neutral point currents472

was discovered. A change in the subways timetable due to COVID-19 restrictions, con-473

firmed this theory. Typically, the Vienna subways stops operation during weekday-night474

and continuous operation in weekend nights. However, this changed in March 2020 due475

to COVID-19 restrictions. This effect on GIC measurements could only be derived be-476

cause of continuous and geographical distributed measurements. Further man-made sources477

of low frequency currents in the transformer neutral point are currently investigated at478

the time of writing, but require measurements with sample rates well above 1Hz. To ad-479

dress this, temporary measurement recorders are being installed in various measurement480

locations.481

The measurements are used for analyzing the influence of GICs on transformers482

and calculating the theoretical influence on the power grid. However, there are additional483

continuous long term measurements in power grids available. Phasor measurements units484

(PMU) provide data from voltage, currents, angle and frequency measurements in the485

power grid. The correlation of PMU data with high GICs will be done in future stud-486

ies. Combining data of multiple measurement types during geomagnetic active periods487

could also reveal more direct influence on power grids, e. g. changes in power flow or re-488

active power consumption. The combination could also reveal more noise sources in the489

power grid DC measurements.490
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In addition to the current measurements, the GICsum value was calculated to eval-491

uate long-term effects of GICs on power transformers in addition to short-term effects.492

The materials used in the transformers are designed for a specific lifetime, and any in-493

crease of temperature above the design limits reduces the transformer lifetime (loss-of-494

life). Therefore, a thermal assessment of the different transformer types in the fleet should495

be carried out in order to determine the loss-of-life of transformers exposed to GICs. Re-496

garding transformer overheating, Raith (2019) indicates that, for a specific transformer497

design, a GICsum value of 1,000Ah, would be permissible without any overheating of the498

transformer. Note that the 1,000Ah could be reached with a transformer neutral point499

current of 60A and a duration of 1,000min or with a neutral point current of 10A and500

a duration of 6000min (100 h, 4.17 days). With this background, no transformer over-501

heating is expected during the two presented GIC events during the five year observa-502

tion period,considering the same transformer design as in Raith (2019). But we expect503

that increased moderate geomagnetic activity could cause a rise in transformer temper-504

ature. If an active transformer cooling system is installed and not already in full oper-505

ation, the cooling system could be used to reduce the transformer operating tempera-506

ture.507

Besides uncertainties in geological structure, missing grid data is the main reason508

for differences between measurement and simulation (see e. g. the model results for #08509

in Figure 7). A comparison of the magnetic field variation over time with the three clos-510

est INTERMAGNET observatories shows a congruent pattern. Therefore, the data from511

the single observatory (WIC) can be used in combination with the plane-wave method512

for GIC studies in Austria. The Austrian power grid is a non-steady, varying infrastruc-513

ture over the measurement period of several years. This makes simulations difficult, as514

the current status of connections, outages or shutdowns is not known for every day since515

2016. The resistances of transformers and lines are well known, but the substation ground-516

ing resistances are not available for all substations in Austria, and through experimen-517

tation with the simulation output vs. measurements, these have been found to have a518

large effect on the modelled GICs (a change of 0.1Ω lead to a maximum change of 32%519

or 2A in the specific transformer neutral). A dedicated measurement campaign would520

be needed to gather more accurate grounding resistance data and account for this er-521

ror source. During the commission of substations the state-of-the-art is to measure the522

substation earthing impedance with frequencies close to 50Hz. In order to improve the523

simulation, a substation earthing resistance measurement with DC (0Hz) and/or with524

low-frequencies (below 50/60Hz nominal power system frequency).525

Additionally, although we have data on the Austrian power grid, changes in neigh-526

boring countries are often unknown but still have influence on our calculations.527

5 Conclusion528

To conclude, we have presented an analysis of five years of DC measurements con-529

ducted with seven measurement systems at multiple locations in the Austrian power grid.530

The maximum measured amplitude during the observation period was 13.83A during531

the geomagnetic storm on 2021 May 12th with a minimum Dst value of -61 nT. In ad-532

dition to geomagnetic events and recurrent geomagnetic activity, we have identified the533

DC-powered public transportation system as a contributor to the grounded transformer534

neutral point currents. Other sources such as power electronic devices from renewable535

energy resources are also under investigation. Location-dependent daily recurring noise536

patterns have been detected in two sets of measurements and shown in Figure 4c), d),537

but the sources have not been identified yet.538

Correlations between changes in the magnetic field and changing neutral point cur-539

rents during high geomagnetic activity are shown in Figure 9. This reveals location-540

dependent GIC sensitivity to specific directions of geomagnetic field changes, which is541
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also shown by the GIC fit method in the last column ofIn order to confirm the consis-542

tency of the measurement data, the correlation between the magnetic field changes and543

the changing neutral point current was calculated. The results reveals location-dependent544

GIC sensitivity to specific directions of geomagnetic field changes, which is also shown545

by the GIC fit method in the last column of Table 1.546

Regarding the effects of GICs on transformer the 1 h GICsum value is calculated547

for the two presented events, revealing no transformer temperature increase could be ex-548

pected during the events. A winding temperature increase is very unlikely, due to the549

values stated in Raith (2019), but cannot be excluded. Nevertheless, an individual trans-550

former thermal-fleet screening should be carried out to determine the GIC sensitivity among551

the transformer types in the fleet.552

The long term measurements in the Austrian power grid have already led to im-553

provements in the simulation accuracy for GICs in the Austrian power grid by initiat-554

ing further studies (not yet published) in the field of substation grounding calculation555

and sensitivity to various grid data. In addition to geomagnetic sources, we also iden-556

tified other sources of low frequency currents. This work supports transmission grid op-557

erators to maintain and improve the grid availability and security. In the future, power558

grid assets and transformers endangered by GICs can be identified and protected by mit-559

igation actions. In addition, other systems that interact with the power grid can be iden-560

tified through continuous monitoring, providing reliable data to the system operation561

and utility manufacturers.562
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